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Experience the comfort and relax with the Herzberg Orthopedic Gel Memory Foam Pillows. The memory foam is soft and
supple, which provides great comfort during sleeping and a soothing feel outer layer of premium gel. The cool gel pillow
will regulates temperature, helps perfectly disperses your body heat, keeps you cool during sleeping and wakes up feeling
refreshed. Crafted with a  special contour shape will help relieve stress of your head, neck and shoulder so whether you are a
side sleeper, stomach sleeper or back sleeper, it will contour to the curve of your head and neck and provide enough support. 
It is naturally antimicrobial and resistant to allergens such as mold, dust mites, and other bacteria. The cover is removable
and washable, but do not put foam in washer or dryer.

 

 



 

Features:

Ergonomic and contoured design  Provides ultimate comfort  Promote the best possible sleep Adapts to any shape and
provides enhanced support Retain its shape Innovative cooling gel technology keeps cool and comfortable High-density
memory foam Best pillow for side sleepers and back sleepers Zipper removable pillow cover Eco-friendly and does not
contain  toxic materials High- quality gel-infused memory foam Gel-infused memory foam 

 

 

 

Specifications:

Brandname: Herzberg Color: Blue and White Materials: Memory foam with Gel surface Item Dimension: 48cm x32cm x
8cm  Item Weight: 1 kg Master Box Dimension: 91cm x 54cm x 62cm Master Box Weight:  Number of Pieces in a Box: 10
pieces

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EAN : 8950012080013

ISBN : 940449090

Weight : 1.00 Kg

Volume : 0.01229 m3

(L x l x H) : 48.00 cm x 32.00 cm x 8.00 cm

Box 10  units

Pallet 100  (Units)

Box dimensions 91cm x 54cm x 62cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/herzberg-comfort-hg5030gl-memory-foam-pillow-neck-pillow-gel-pillow-xml-372-3521.html

